We investigate the impact of the environment (i.e. the impact of socio-political and socio-economic exogenous events) on the emergence of ordered phases of locally interacting individual economic sentiment variables (consumer confidence, business confidence etc.). The sentiment field is modeled as a (non-critical) Ising field with nearestneighbor interactions on a (two-dimensional) square lattice. The environment is modeled as an external "field of events", randomly fluctuating over time, stochastically impacting the Ising field of individual variables. The external events can be frequent or rare, have a lasting impact or a non-lasting impact. The field is not homogeneous, as individual actors might fail to perceive external events. We find that if events are sufficiently "strong" and/or perceived by a sufficiently large proportion of agents, collective states of pessimism/optimism can not occur, even for strong inter-agent interactions.
Introduction
There has recently been renewed interest among economists in the impact of "economic sentiment" (which has a well-defined meaning in particular surveys of business sentiment of managers and of consumer sentiment) on individual and aggregate economic activity [21, 6, 18] . While economic sentiment is considered as a relevant indicator among practitioners [14] -as the available surveys of both investor and consumer sentiment are frequently cited in the business press and other media reporting [8] -traditional economic modeling is concerned with other, more definite types of expectations (income expectations, price expectations), and there is much less agreement among theorists in what way -if at all -the rather vague notion of economic sentiment should enter economic modeling.
According to Social Psychology, opinion formation is the more likely to be socially-driven the less the individual who has to form an opinion (in our case an expectation) is in a position to do so in a rational and informed manner [10] . But as studies in the human perception of complex dynamic systems suggest [12] (as well as does common sense), the consequences of events which become known daily can hardly be anticipated correctly by a typical consumer, given the limited perception he has about the functioning of the economy (which -arguably -even specialists lack). Therefore, it appears natural to conclude that formation of economic sentiment is prone to social influence. Accordingly, there has emerged a literature on social processes of economic sentiment formation [11, 16] . Models may focus on the sentiment variables only (such as the above cited), or they may include the link to economic variables, such as macroeconomic output, savings etc (see [9, 22, 23] for some attempts in this direction). However, a common property of this literature so far is that it is concentrated on the endogenous dynamics of sentiment variables (i.e. the dynamics resulting from social interactions) while neglecting the role of the environment which provides an external exogenous driving force. This despite that socioeconomic systems clearly cannot be separated from the broader socio-political environment.
It is a rather trivial observation that, for instance, economic traders react as much to the news coming from the broader geo-political environment as to the behavior/advice of others.
In fact, there has been much interest recently in a more general issue of disentangling endogenous and exogenous dynamics in complex systems [3, 20] . In a related direction, but with a much simpler underlying model, the aim of our present study is to investigate the impact of the environment on the emergence of ordered phases of an interactions-driven field of individual economic sentiment variables. We abstain in the present paper from explicitly modeling the link to economic variables and instead concentrate on the interplay of endogenous and exogenous influences (but we do so also because the way to model such a link is not obvious, as it is not yet understood at the behavioral level).
The model
With the above described motivation, we assume that economic sentiment is a sociallyinfluenced individual attitude. Following previous work on social interactions [7, 2, 4] , we let the standard Ising model on a two-dimensional square lattice with nearest-neighbor interactions represent the socially-driven component (endogenous dynamics) of economic sentiment.
1 Individual states "−1" and "+1" correspond to pessimism and optimism, respectively, of the economic actors. The variable x i denotes the economic sentiment of agent i. It is well-known that for sufficiently strong interactions between agents (letting aside any external influences) there exist on the infinite lattice two phases of the system [5] ("coordination states" in economic terms), with the economic actors being either predominantly pessimistic or predominantly optimistic, respectively. These phases emerge (in an appropriate sense) already in a large enough finite system [15] .
The events affecting consumer sentiment ("the environment") are modeled as realization of a random variable B with the possible realizations b ("positive" event), or −b ("negative" event), or 0 (no event). We assume that only some fraction p of all economic agents perceives an event, while the fraction 1 − p ignores it. We introduce a variable ǫ i , such that ǫ i = 1 represents the situation that agent i perceives the event and ǫ i = 0 otherwise. We assume that perception of the events is independently distributed among agents.
According to principles of Statistical Physics, the following energy function determines the behavior of the model
where the summation extends over all nearest neighbors i, j in a finite subset of the lattice, and J > 0 characterizes interaction strength. To justify the use of the Statistical Physics approach we should remark, that the above approach is merely a representation of a system characterized by family of conditional probabilities
in a heat bath, and is sufficiently general. 2 The parameter β characterizes the strength of the noise affecting the system.
Results
In the present paper we are interested in equilibrium states of the above specified model Our results are summarized in Figure 2 . The curves depict phase boundaries, i.e. parameter values which separate areas in the parameter space (in our case the fraction p of agents perceiving the event 3 and event "strength" b) in which collective states (ordered phases) occur or do not occur. In Figure 2 , ordered phases do not occur in the areas which contain the upper right corner of the depicted parameter space. Thus we find that in our model collective states of pessimism/optimism do not occur if events are not too weak and/or are considered by a sufficiently large proportion of agents. This is due to a "competition" between the social mechanism tending to produce coordination, and the disorder of the external environment.
2 For the case of a finite parameter set, the fact that any Random Field has a Gibbsian representation with an energy function E (see Equation 2 ) is usually referred to as Clifford-Hammersley Theorem. For the infinite case, such equivalence holds if the interdependence of variables is "sufficiently local" see [13] for a thorough treatment of these issues. 
Discussion
States of "collective pessimism" -if this social phenomenon indeed occurs -might be detrimental to the efficiency of allocation of economic resources. Indeed, "explanations" to that effect can often be heard in public discussion about economic policy. We believe that such arguments are relevant despite the lack of proper theoretical foundations, and the present paper is an exploratory step towards formulating relevant models. Our basic result has a clear economic intuition: attendance to news reduces the prevalence of collective economic sentiment. This result appears to suggest that our model might be a useful starting point, though the present paper does not cover several important issues. In particular, the role of the graph structure of the underlying network should be investigated. Also, we have not specified the actual "transmission mechanism" of economic sentiment into economic variables necessary for a welfare analysis of the impact of collective economic sentiment.
A more general problem lies in the fact that what we called environment is only in part exogenous, as the economy itself produces relevant news which are interpreted by the decision-makers -but not necessarily in a correct way. For instance, prolonged investor pessimism might lead to a reduction of GDP, which in turn negatively affects investor sentiment.
Such collective expectational effects turning real economic forces have been qualitatively described by Keynes [17] , but are largely neglected in modern economic theory. The present model does not include such a feedback from real variables to economic sentiment (see [23] for an attempt in this direction) and only deals with the feedback between sentiments.
